
EVS assignment 1 

Ch 13,19 

A pet is a friend or companion. We keep pets at home because we love them. If you keep pet at home 

you should take good care of it. 

Q1. Dog lives in _______ 

a) Coop b) kennel c) shed 

Q2. To keep our house free from pest we should spray _______ 

a) Pesticides b) fertilizers c) colours 

Q3. Choose the correct pair of farm animals . 

a) Lion, goat  b) sheep, horse   c) mosquito, dog 

Q4. Who lives in stable? 

a) Cow b) horse c) rabbit 

Q5. Cow loves to eat _______ 

a) Hay and grass b) grains c) other dead animals 

Raj and his sister decorate their house with diyas and candles in Diwali. They also make beautiful 

patterns and designs on floor. 

Q6. Where are pots baked? 

a) Wheels  b)kiln   c) coils 

Q7.What is ghatam? 

a) Ornament b) musical instrument c) designs 

Q8. After the invention of wheel, potters used the _____ for making pottery. 

a) Wheel  b) coils c) rope 

Q9. Potters began using the _______ to give shape to the clay. 

a) Potter’s wheel b) kiln c) gas 

Q10. In winter people used to drink tea in _______ which is made up of clay. 

a) Cup c) transparent glass c) kulhad 

Write true/false 

Q11. People made pots by simply kneading dry grass ad shape it with their hands._______ 

Q12. In the beginning, pots were dried in sun. But people soon found that these sun dried pots were not 

strong._______ 

Q13. What is firing? 

Q14. What are the uses of clay in daily life? Write any two points 



Q15. How did people in early times make clay pots? 

Q16. How should we take care of our pets? Write three points. 

Fill in the blanks. 

Q17. This was done by ____ a ball of clay between the finger and the thumb. 

Q18. The ladies of the house wear colourful  _____ of clay. 

Q19. Animals that we keep in our homes as our friends are called _____   animals. 

Q20. We should take our pets to _______ doctor for routine check  up. 

 

 

 

 


